
Rushes
Presented by Te Papa and Movement of the Human

Created by Malia Johnston, Rowan Pierce and Eden 
Mulholland

Director: Malia Johnston
Composition and live music performance: Eden 
Mulholland
AV Design and collaboration: Rowan Pierce
Set: John Verryt
Lighting: Morgan Whitfield

23 Feb – 5 March (no show on Mon 26 Feb)
Mon – Sat 7.30pm*. Sun 4pm.
$20 – $42

The entirity of the Circa Theatre building.

Part of the 2018 New Zealand Festival

*Please note: On Friday 23 February, Rushes will commence at 
8pm immediately following the 2018 New Zealand Festival 
opening night waterfront event, Kupe.

Rushes, presented by Movement of the Human in partnership 
with Te Papa at Circa Theatre runs from 23rd February to 5th 
March. The work is part of the 2018 New Zealand Festival and 
reflects the new partnership Circa and Te Papa have formed.

Rushes is an immersive social performance event that will see 
Circa transformed into a gallery-like playground for the senses. 
Audiences explore a variety of spaces experiencing design, light, 
film, live music, and movement along the way. Think live show 
meets art gallery meets live music gig. Rushes invites you to 
relax, explore, discover, have fun and design your own theatrical 
experience.

As a large-scale collaboration, Rushes is unique in featuring 
more than 30 movement makers, actors and guest performers 
from across NZ. It premiered in 2017 at the Auckland Fringe 
where it proved to be a hit to sell out audiences and winning 
several awards including Best of Fringe. 

The team behind Rushes has created some of NZ’s recent 
innovative multidisciplinary performances. Malia Johnston is a 
prolific director who both creates and directs her own new work 
and is regularly commissioned to take on large scale 
performance and civic events.. Rushes sees her working with 
long time collaborators Rowan (AV), Eden ( music) and John (set).

John Verryt's set, made almost entirely of paper, serves as the 
foundation for Rushes. It will turn Circa’s various spaces into a 
blank canvas that Rowan then layers with video projection and 
spatial design, providing poetic imagery and the opportunity for 
playful interactions. The set is filled with nooks and crannies to 
enter in to and to peer through. You might find tears ripped into 
walls during the performance, you  may be able to see into other 
spaces through tiny gaps and walk through cut out doors. 

 Morgan Whitfield is new to the team and brings his expertise in 
digital and theatrical lighting to this new incarnation of Rushes. 
Throughout the performance, you will be treated to live music by 
Eden Mulholland and his brother Jol, both renowned musicians.
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Performers including Annabel Harrison (violin) and Jessica 
Robinson (actress) will also contribute music who you may come 
across in one of the spaces or hear them from afar. The music 
will be slightly different each night as the interaction between 
composed pieces and guest contributions play out.

You won’t be sitting down and you won’t be turning your mobiles 
off - unless you prefer to. You’ll be navigating your way through a 
space comprised of many rooms having a unique performance 
experience. You can peruse the various spaces equally, or spend 
more time in one you like, follow the crowd or stay behind -it’s up 
to you. Like a gallery, the space is designed in a loop so that you 
can revisit spaces once you’ve completed a circuit. The new Circa 
bar will be open throughout the performance so you can grab 
refreshments at any point. We encourage a social night out.  
Rushes is a show that you can visit a few times and see new and 
different things. No performance will be exactly the same.  A 
different special guest artist will perform with the main cast each 
night. 

Rushes ultimately invites you to create your own visual story and 
to engage with what captures you. While the evening has a 
definitive ending, the work is ambient in quality - allowing you 
time to have your own response. The work is designed to be 
refreshing, energising and thought provoking. Put it on your 
calendar. We look forward to seeing you there and perhaps even 
catch up with you after the show in the new Circa foyer for a 
refreshment.




